
Choosing a career 

Vocabulary
interview

competitive

naive

get ahead

aptitude

personality profile

priorities

reputation

give it a shot

overtime vs. overwork

work environment

ethics

realist / realistic

pragmatist / pragmatic

idealist / idealistic

cynic / cynical

materialistic

salary

benefits

security

downsizing

advancement / career path

retirement

pension / social security 

Protestant work ethic

Discussion Questions

What does “having a good job” mean to you?

In Japan, people change jobs less frequently than in other countries, though this may be 
changing. What do you think about switching jobs? When is it good, bad, necessary 
unnecessary, etc.?

How important are the ethics of the company you work for? How concerned are you about the 
possibility that you may have to do something ethically questionable? (Example: working for 
Takata, knowing it was producing and selling defective airbags, or working for Volkswagen, 
knowing it was using software to cheat pollution testing.)

What are your job priorities? Look at the chart below. Complete the chart, compare and discuss 
with your group.

Think of three jobs that you would like to have. Think of three jobs that you would hate. What 
are the advantages and disadvantages of each?

How important is what other people (family, friends, society) think in your job/career decisions?



Imagine you are the person responsible for hiring new employees for your company. What kind 
of person would you want to hire?

As a prospective employee, what are your strong points and weak points?

Would you hire yourself? What can you do to make yourself a better choice for an employer?

What are the advantages and disadvantages of working for yourself versus working for 
someone else (a company)? Which do you prefer? Why?

If money doesn’t buy happiness, why is it so important to us?

Consider and discuss similar and dissimilar pressures on men and women regarding work, jobs, 
and careers. For example, in many societies, the man is expected to be “the breadwinner”; 
what happens when his wife out-earns him? In some societies, women are experiencing 
pressure to “do it all”: lover, housewife, mother, career woman.

How do you think AI and robotics will affect the work environment in the near and not-so-near 
future?

As always, don’t be afraid to ask questions about things I have observed or experienced.

Resources

A chapter on “Work” from my intercultural textbook: http://tony-silva.com/usandthem/
usandthemfiles/chapter9.pdf  A brief look at the big differences in work styles and ways of 
thinking about work from various perspectives.

Is the world ready for a Guaranteed Basic Income system? http://freakonomics.com/podcast/
mincome/  (podcast and script)

We used this Priorities chart previously in class. Helping people choose a career was its original 
purpose, so I include it again here. It’s from the book, What Color Is Your Parachute? by Ricard 
N. Bolles. https://www.amazon.co.jp/What-Color-Your-Parachute-2017-ebook/dp/
B018CHA0L6/ref=dp_kinw_strp_1
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Examples: salary, benefits, working hours, autonomy, helping people, meaningful work, using 

English or another foreign language, working overseas, travel overseas, staying in Japan, 

stability, good co-workers, good boss, low stress, challenge, chance for advancement, good 

retirement package, dynamic company, commuting time and distance, location, status (of 

company or job). Please use your own ideas, too.

Interesting world working hours statistics:

http://www.usnews.com/news/best-countries/articles/2016-09-02/hardest-working-countries-
ranked-by-hours-worked-per-year 

https://data.oecd.org/emp/hours-worked.htm

2016: hoursworked2016.png / https://kctsf3.files.wordpress.com/2017/12/

hoursworked2016.png?w=700 
•

Japanese national holidays (16) http://www.officeholidays.com/countries/japan/index.php

US national holidays (10) https://www.redcort.com/us-federal-bank-holidays/ 

Your research, summary, analysis, opinions and thoughts. 
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Free advice:

Start saving with your very first paycheck. Don’t wait until you’re older; it will never be “easy.” 
beginning to save and invest when you are young will make an incredible difference when you 
get older. It can mean the difference between retiring when you are 55 or 70. Look at this chart:




